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Desire Resort & Spa - Cancún

Cancún, MexicoDesire Resort & Spa is really a one-of-a-kind lifestyle resort.  Take a pleasure tour to this resort catering to adult couples with a zest for the adventure. Desire Resort is attended mainly by couples looking for an escape from reality with an opportunity to be sensual with each other without scrutiny as they would be in main stream resorts. Desire Resort is a high-end, all inclusive resort and the ultimate playground for like-minded couples. Desire is the best in the Lifestyles Resorts, unlike nudist resorts, the clothing optional concept is preferred by many couples with a desire to dress or undress as they feel comfortable.
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Desire Pearl Resort & Spa

Puerto Morelos, MexicoDesire Resort has done it again! Just eight miles from the original Desire Resort & Spa, you will find the new  Clothing-Optional ... DESIRE PEARL RESORT , a luxurious ocean front property with mostly suites and a very quaint flair for the lavish lifestyle.   If there was a way to add high-end to an already high-end concept, Desire Pearl will be that resort.  Beautiful white sandy beach, pier into the ocean complete with a Palapa totally surrounding you with Caribbean waters!  Top shelf ALL-INCLUSIVE food and alcohol, friendly attentive service, and exciting sexy and sensual surroundings open to all of your desires ....
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Temptation Resort & Spa

Cancún, MexicoTemptations Resorts are beautiful all-inclusive resorts catering to mostly to 25-45 playful adult couples and singles.  The concept at the resort is "Spring Break All Week." Temptations in Cancun has vast public areas, multiple topless-optional pools, private Euro beach, many restaurants, boat docks and non-stop activities and fun at the pool and in the game room.  The In-House night club can really pack them in ... and all of the most popular night clubs are just a VIP bus ride from the lobby. You are always treated like royalty at Temptations.
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Lifestyles Cruise®

Cruise ships are the ultimate venue for an Adult Lifestyle experience. Most of our ships are totally sold out more than one year before the sailing, so book your cabin early!  We are not talking about twenty cabins, or even one hundred cabins, we are talking about TWO THOUSAND CABINS!  With numbers there is diversity.  We an almost guarantee you there will be more compatible couples for you on one of these cruises than you could possibly meet on the non-stop party occurring on these ships from the moment the ship leaves the dock.  5-Star ships, super luxury, great food choices all over the ship, many bars and nightclubs, entertainment activities and professional shows in the ballroom ... the fun just never stops!
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Breathless Resorts & Spas

Mexico, Jamaica & Dominican RepublicBreathless Resorts & Spas offer an adult-only oceanfront vacation experience in spectacular settings for the sophisticated and social traveler. With Unlimited-Luxury®, the best of everything is included from top-shelf cocktails served at chic lounges and delectable gourmet cuisine devoured at specialty themed restaurants to the excellent pool and beach wait service, 24-hour room service and daily refreshed minibars in the beautifully modern suites. Live big from day until night with DJ hosted pool parties followed by exciting nightly club scenes.
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Welcome to Right Connections Travel, specializing in pleasure tours to adults-only travel destinations. Right Connections Travel is the most well known , respected and trusted adult travel agency on the planet. With intimate knowledge of all the pleasure tours resorts, Right Connections can help you plan your next erotic vacation. Right Connections Travel is a cut above the other travel agencies, as we specialize only in erotic adults only, clothing optional resorts with a very personal touch. When you call Right Connections, day or night, you will actually speak to a live human being that has the answers to your questions. No annoying phone system with sexy messages, just real live Certified Travel Associates ready to help you choose the correct resort for your sexy adventure.We will place you at at our dream resorts for all your pleasures and wonderful adult tours you will soon not forget. We represent the best in adult resorts like Desire Resort and Spa, Hedonism Resorts, Ceiba del Mar, Temptations and more. Our couples are looking for a fun and sexy vacation they will remember for a lifetime. So loose the rules enforced by most resorts and have a perfect romantic vacation with your spouse, or take a walk on the wild side, it's all up to you! Let Right Connections Travel helps you create these life-long memories! Lifestyles Couples, nudists / Naturalists, Exhibitionists, Voyeurs, and couples just looking for sexy retreat from the kids are all welcome at our Lifestyles Resorts®. Right Connections is making fantasy a reality for many open minded fun loving people, and Lifestyles Resorts® and Right Connections is undoubtedly the most well known and respected agency for pleasure tours in our community. We are the leader in personalized service in the adult travel world. We handle swinger travel, erotic travel clubs and Lifestyles travel to the hottest sexiest resorts and entire cruise ships takeovers on the planet. Once you experience one of our vacations, you will wonder why it took you so long to visit these resorts.
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